THE ENFORCER STORY

The Lock America Enforcer®
Virtually punch proof, pull proof, bolt cutter
proof, drill proof* and pick proof.*

Lock America introduced the cylinder lock system to self-storage
over twenty years ago, and today
still offers the highest level, virtually
drill proof, pick and punch proof
security and the widest range of
options in the industry.
From the high security 600 Master Series Enforcer to the Original
Stop/Go 500 Series Enforcer, Lock
America delivers cylinders hand
assembled, numbered and registered in our California facility.
As you will see on the following
pages, we manufacture and assemble a variety of cylinders and
matching latches to meet every
security need.

The High Security Master
Enforcer System

600 Series
cylinder and keys
Front and back view of
cylinder in door.

Lock America’s California plant,
and we precision-cut and number
each key as well. We recommend
that you ask each renter to record
his key number. If he loses his
keys, Lock America can cut a new
one, record the date, and ship it to
you at the facility for an authorized
person to sign. This is the same
procedure that we use for our
gaming, newspaper and vending
customers. Key registration and
key control are the foundation of
that area of our business, and we
bring the same control to our selfstorage security procedures.

The Original
Stop/Go Enforcer
System
500 Series
cylinder and
keys Front and
back view of
cylinder in door.

Every cylinder and key is
numbered, and every replacement
key is logged in our database
before it is sent out to a facility for
you to ensure that it is singed for
by an authorized user.

Why Bother with an Overlock?
The Stop/go Enforcer
Locks Itself Out
The hand assembled Enforcer cylinder also has its
own lockout feature. Each group
of Enforcer
cylinders has its
own lock out key.
The Red Overlock key you receive
with your Stop/Go Enforcer cylinder locks will turn the cylinder to
the red dot to lock out only the
units at your facility.
It will not give you access like a
master key, but it will disable the
lock until you turn the cylinder
back with the overlock key.

Easy to Replace Your Current
Latch Retrofit to Your Door

The High Security Master Enforcer

System is built around a unique restricted system that works by turning a series of eleven rotating disks
to open the lock. There are no pins
and tumblers as in ordinary locks,
and because one of those disks is
hardened steel, the lock prevents
drilling as well as picking. With
eleven disks, there are over three
million usable key combinations.
Each cylinder is hand assembled,
numbered and registered at
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The Original Enforcer is built
around the same type of keyway
that Lock America produces for
many of its coin-op, gaming
and vending customers. The
tubular key was patented in the
1920’s, and when manufactured
and assembled to the high quality
control standards of Lock America,
provides security topped only by
the Lock America 600 Series lock.
There are other tubular cylinders
available to the self storage
industry, but only Lock America’s
are hand assembled, numbered
and registered for operator and
tenant security. We follow the
exact same procedures that we
use for our 600 Series customers,
and for customers in the other
industries we serve.

The Enforcer System can even be
retrofitted to an existing self-storage door. Since its dimensions and
attaching bolts match those of a
standard s e l f -s t o r a g e latch, it can
be fitted to the exact spot of the
latch it replaces. All you need to
do is drill a hole in the sheet metal
of the door.
*600 Series Only
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THE
ENFORCER STORY
This article was
originally printed
in 1988 introducing the
Original Enforcer to the
self-storage
industry.
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